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BOOKS IN SPANISH

Spanish Books in the World Language Collection

Below is a list of books in Spanish that are part of our new World Language Collection, sponsored by a grant from the Barbara Bush Literacy Corps.

The Spanish books are located with the rest of Larry J. Ringer Library’s Spanish collection; children’s Spanish books are near the front of the library, and adult Spanish books are near the back of the library. There is a bookplate inside the book and a note in the catalog entry to indicate that these books were purchased with funds from the Barbara Bush Literacy Corps.

You may also want to check the rest of our Spanish collection. You may request books from the Larry J. Ringer Library in College Station or from the Clara B. Mounce Public Library in Bryan; when you request the book, you can choose where you would like to pick it up. If you need help finding or requesting a Spanish book, please call Larry J. Ringer Library at (979) 764-3416 or Clara B. Mounce Public Library at (979) 209-5600.

Spanish Books purchased with Barbara Bush Literacy Corps grant:

- Álgebra by Aurelio Baldor, ISBN 9789708170000; includes illustrations, exercises, and CD (Request Book)
- El Cid contado a los niños by Rosa Navarro Durán, ISBN 9788423690664, children’s version of classic (Not Ready)

To request a book listed on this page, click “Request Book” next to the book’s information and click “Place Request” on the window that pops up. If you are interested in one of the books that says “Not Ready”, please check back later. If you need help requesting a book, please ask the Reference Desk in person or by calling (979) 764-3416.